Recombination is an important process shaping virus biology and evolution, as it may trigger changes in viral host ranges, virulence and tissue tropism, as well as generate entirely new viruses ([@bib25]; [@bib30]; [@bib40]; [@bib49]). In addition to recombining with other viral genomes, viruses may also recombine with the genome of their host, either as an obligate step of their replication cycle, or accidentally ([@bib51]). Such recombination events may lead to the integration of viral genomes into host genomes, forming endogenous viral elements (EVEs) with varying consequences on host--virus interactions and host biology in general ([@bib10]; [@bib24]). Reciprocally, virus--host recombination may also result in the integration of a piece of the host genome into a viral genome, supporting the idea that viruses may be efficient vectors of horizontal transfer of genetic material between species ([@bib55]).

The present study was initially designed to survey virus--host recombination events between dengue virus (DENV) and *Aedes albopictus* mosquito cells by high-throughput (Illumina) sequencing. Dengue viruses are positive, single-stranded RNA (+ssRNA) viruses belonging to the *Flaviviridae* family ([@bib21]). These arthropod-borne viruses are transmitted among humans by mosquitoes of the *Aedes* genus. DENV replication takes place in the cytoplasm of both human and mosquito cells and involves the production of a double-stranded RNA intermediate generated by the virus-encoded RNA-dependent RNA-polymerase (RdRp) ([@bib1]). The frequent finding of defective DENV genomes resulting from virus--virus non-homologous recombination in DENV-infected patients ([@bib29]) led us to hypothesize that DENV may also recombine at an appreciable frequency with RNAs of their host (human or mosquito).

Rather than biological chimeras, our analysis detected a large number of artificial chimeras. Two of the enzymes involved in protocols of sequencing library preparation are known to generate such chimeras. Reverse transcriptases used to generate cDNA libraries are known to be prone to both inter- and intra-molecular template switching ([@bib5]; [@bib54]). DNA polymerases used in some library preparation protocols can also generate *in vitro* recombination, via pausing on an incompletely elongated strand or premature termination, and reannealing of the strand to another DNA fragment in the following PCR cycle ([@bib31]; [@bib37]). Such biases, as well as their associated problems in many areas of research, have long been recognized and various protocol optimizations and controls have been proposed to take them into account ([@bib6]; [@bib8]; [@bib19]; [@bib22]; [@bib46]; [@bib48]; [@bib53]). In this study, we were not able to observe any convincing evidence of biological recombination between DENV and mosquito RNA, suggesting that it is unlikely to be frequent. However, using appropriate controls, we investigated the nature of artificial chimeras detected in our sequencing libraries. To generalize our findings, we also analyzed multiple published sequence datasets generated with similar sequencing protocols. Together, our results uncover sequence features typical of artificial chimeras, which may help detect and characterize such artifacts in future studies.

Material and methods {#s1}
====================

Virus and cell lines {#s2}
--------------------

C6/36 (*Aedes albopictus*) mosquito cells were maintained at 28° in Leibovitz's L-15 medium (Life Technologies) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Life Technologies), 1% non-essential amino acids (Life Technologies) and 0.1% Penicillin-Streptomycin (Life Technologies) as previously described ([@bib11]). A sub-confluent culture of C6/36 cells grown in a 75-cm^2^ flask was inoculated with DENV type 1 isolate KDH0026A ([@bib9]) at a multiplicity of infection of 0.01 as previously described ([@bib11]). The cell culture supernatant was harvested after 5 days of incubation at 28°.

Library preparation {#s3}
-------------------

Total RNA was extracted from the supernatant of the DENV-infected C6/36 cell culture using TRIzol (Life Technologies). Total RNA was treated with Turbo DNAse (Life Technologies) and purified with magnetic beads (Beckman Coulter). Several studies have shown that artificial recombination events can occur at elevated rates during the RT-PCR and/or PCR steps involved in the preparation of sequencing libraries. To subsequently estimate the amount of such technical chimeras, mosquito + DENV RNA was mixed with purified RNA from the common pillbug *Armadillidium vulgare*. Given that the analyzed pillbug and DENV have never been in contact before the mix, any junction identified between their RNAs can only be artificial. Pillbug RNA was used because we had easy access to this material and because pillbugs and mosquitoes diverged ∼500 million years ago, ensuring good confidence in the assignment of chimeric sequencing reads to one or the other species. The mix was performed to target a 1:1 ratio in the concentrations of the two RNA samples, following RNA quantification by fluorometry (Qubit RNA HS, Life Technologies).

The RNA mix was reverse transcribed in duplicates using Transcriptor High Fidelity cDNA Synthesis Kit (Roche Applied Science) and random hexamers. The second strand was synthetized in a single reaction with *E. coli* DNA ligase (New England Biolabs \[NEB\]), *E. coli* DNA polymerase I (NEB), *E. coli* RNAse H (NEB) in second-strand synthesis buffer (NEB). The newly synthesized dsDNA was purified with magnetic beads (Agencourt AMPure XP, Beckman Coulter) and its concentration was measured by fluorometric quantification (Quant-iT PicoGreen dsDNA, Invitrogen).

A sequencing library was prepared in duplicate using Nextera XT DNA Library Preparation Kit (Illumina) following the manufacturer's instructions. Duplicate libraries were multiplexed with other libraries and sequenced in single end on an Illumina NextSequation 500 platform using a mid-output 150 cycles v2 kit (Illumina). Sequencing reads were demultiplexed using bcl2fastq v2.15.0 (Illumina).

Detection of chimeric reads {#s4}
---------------------------

Detection of chimeric reads resulting from either host--virus or virus--virus recombination used an approach previously developed to search for moth sequences integrated into genomes of the AcMNPV baculovirus ([@bib15]). Briefly, this approach involves blastn ([@bib2]) homology searches of the sequencing reads against reference genomes and/or transcriptomes. Searches were performed separately with the DENV genome (Genbank accession number: HG316481), with the *Ae*. *albopictus* genome (MNAF02000000) and with the *Ar. vulgare* genome (LYUU01000000), allowing for the recovery of two possible hits per read in each blast (option --max_target_seqs 2).

The following steps were performed with custom R ([@bib42]) scripts. All reads containing a region of at least 20 bp that aligns multiple times to one or more reference genomes were identified. Among those alignments, only the one with the best blast score was kept. A read was then identified as chimeric when two portions align to two genomes or two non-adjacent regions of the same genome (in the following only the former case is considered for simplicity, but the principles apply to both). Each region of such read must align over at least 28 bp, and over at least 16 bp to one genome *only*. The read must be aligned to both genomes over at least 90% of its full length. Aligned read regions are allowed to overlap by up to 20 bp or to be separated by at most 5 bp. The overlap corresponds to a microhomology between both genomes at the recombination point, and the separation should correspond to non-templated addition of nucleotides at this point. These criteria were based on the distribution of real data in [@bib15]. Reanalysis of the datasets published by [@bib46] (see below) yielded chimeric read counts similar to those obtained by these authors despite the use of different methods. Importantly, the approach designed by [@bib44] and [@bib46] does not allow the identification of overlapping alignments in the chimeric reads. It first uses a read mapper \[Bowtie2 ([@bib26])\] to find the best alignment between a chimeric read and a reference genome, cuts the remaining unaligned portion of the chimeric read and searches for the best alignment between this second read portion and the same or another reference genome. Hence, the second alignment cannot include a portion of the read involved in the alignment of the first read portion, thereby precluding recovery of possible overlaps between alignments of the two read portions.

To check whether microhomology lengths at recombination points were consistent with those expected by chance, considering the sequences of the analyzed genomes, the distribution of homology length was compared to that of random chimeric reads generated *in silico*. Each *in silico* read was made of two regions extracted from random locations of a pair of genomes (DENV, EBOV, herpesvirus, FHV or pillbug RNA genes). The lengths of the two regions were chosen at random, with the conditions that both were at least 28 bp and their sum was the size of a read (150 bp). These reads were then blasted against the sequences from which they were generated and the blast outputs were submitted to the same analysis as that performed on real data.

Chimeric reads potentially resulting from PCR duplicates generated during the preparation of the Illumina sequencing library were identified as reads having the same alignment coordinates in the two genome sequences they involve. Only one read among duplicates was retained. This selection leads to conservative estimates of the number of chimeras, at it is not excluded that apparent PCR duplicates result from sequencing the exact same portion (same start and end position) of distinct RNA molecules generated by non-PCR (viral) replication of a host--virus or virus--virus recombination event. The probability of sequencing the same original biological chimera at the same position increases with sequencing depth.

Annotation of transposable elements and ribosomal RNA genes {#s5}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Many transposable elements (TEs) from a host (moth) genome have been shown to transpose into the genome of a DNA virus (the AcMNPV) ([@bib12]; [@bib15]; [@bib32]). TEs indeed represented virtually all the moth sequences that were linked to AcMNPV sequences and they were inserted at their preferred target duplication sites in the virus genome ([@bib15]). Here, it was not expected to find signs of *bona fide* transposition of mosquito TEs into DENV genomes because TEs transpose into DNA, not into RNA, and the DENV replication cycle does not normally involve reverse transcription of the DENV genome into DNA. Yet, it has been shown that upon infection of flies and mosquitoes, a number of RNA viruses including DENV produce viral DNA (vDNA) that is transcribed and involved in small-RNA-mediated antiviral immunity ([@bib17], [@bib18]). Importantly, these vDNAs are generated by template switching of reverse transcriptases encoded by host retroelements. As a result, they are frequently flanked by retrotransposon sequences. It is possible that transcription of vDNAs could initiate or terminate in their upstream or downstream TE flanking sequence, which could produce TE-virus chimeric transcripts. In this context, the production of vDNAs could increase the likelihood of TEs, compared to non-TE sequences, to be joined to viral genome fragments and to be encapsidated into virions. To assess whether mosquito--DENV chimeric reads involve mosquito TEs, the alignment positions of chimeric reads were located with respect to TE copies that were annotated by [@bib39].

Ribosomal RNA genes were also annotated in the mosquito and pillbug genomes. For this, we used a full-length copy of *Ae. albopictus* ribosomal RNA genes (accession number: L22060) and a set of Isopoda partial RNA genes ([Supplementary Table 1](http://www.g3journal.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1534/g3.117.300468/-/DC1/FigureS1.pdf)) as queries to perform blastn searches with default parameters on the genome of the two species. No annotated full-length copy of all ribosomal RNA genes is available for *Ar. vulgare*.

Analysis of other types of chimeras {#s6}
-----------------------------------

To better understand the process of chimera formation, other types of chimeric reads were analyzed. Because DENV--DENV chimeric reads involve the same, very short, genome, the following properties could be assessed: (i) the distance between recombining sequences in the source genome, relative to the distance distribution between two randomly drawn positions in this genome, (ii) the number of breakpoints detected in 100-bp windows sliding along the DENV genome, and (iii) the orientation of the two recombining sequences (same or different orientations) in each chimera. Pillbug--pillbug chimeras were investigated in the same fashion. This analysis focused on chimeras involving two sequences of 18S ribosomal pillbug RNA, which composed a large number of pillbug--pillbug chimeras. Ribosomal 18S RNA chimeras were identified by blasting all reads on an 18S rRNA sequence of *Ar. vulgare* (Genbank accession number: AJ287061.1).

The presence and properties of chimeras found in other datasets was examined in a published high-throughput sequencing dataset of EBOV produced with the same library preparation protocol as in the present study ([@bib16]). Unlike DENV, EBOV (*Mononegavirales*, *Filoviridae*) is a -ssRNA virus. To detect EBOV--EBOV chimeras, all reads were aligned to the Makona-G3686 EBOV genome (accession number: KM034562) with blastn, followed by the same analysis of blast results described above. Whether chimeras could be formed during the synthesis of cDNA or during the PCR step of the Nextera library-preparation protocol was assessed by analyzing in the same fashion a published Illumina dataset produced to sequence the genome of a DNA virus, the Macropodid herpesvirus 1 (MaHV-1) ([@bib50]).

Finally, a high-throughput sequencing dataset of FHV published by [@bib46], which is devoid of artificial chimeras, was reanalyzed. This dataset allowed the characterization of properties of biological recombination events in an RNA virus, in particular the microhomology length between recombining sequences, using the same protocol applied to the other datasets. In their study, [@bib46] used click chemistry rather than enzymatic reactions for the ligation of Illumina adaptors. The method generates unbiased libraries, with an extremely low artificial recombination rate. FHV is a +ssRNA virus belonging to the *Alphanodavirus* genus in the *Nodaviridae* family. It encapsidates a bipartite genome, composed of RNA1 (3,107 bp), which encodes the viral RdRp, and RNA2 (1,400 bp), which encodes the viral capsid protein.

Data availability {#s7}
-----------------

Raw sequence reads data from DENV, *Ae. albopictus* and *Ar. vulgare* are available in fastq format at the NCBI short read archive under accession number SRP129541. The R codes used for the data analysis are provided in [File S1](http://www.g3journal.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1534/g3.117.300468/-/DC1/FileS1.docx).

Results {#s8}
=======

Biological recombination Between DENV and host RNA is likely infrequent {#s9}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Alignments of the reads to the DENV genome and to the *Ae. albopictus* mosquito and *Ar. vulgare* pillbug genomes yielded similar numbers of aligned reads for the two technical replicates that we performed ([Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}). The ratio of DENV + mosquito reads over pillbug reads were 2.6 (replicate 1) and 3.4 (replicate 2). The average sequencing depth of the DENV genome was 26,423X (replicate 1) and 28,594X (replicate 2). Hereafter, we refer to total numbers of reads obtained in the two replicates.

###### Number of chimeric reads detected in all datasets analyzed in this study

  Type of chimeras           Total number of chimeras   Proportion of chimeras[\*](#t1n1){ref-type="table-fn"}   Number of unique chimeras   Total replicates 1 + 2
  -------------------------- -------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- ------------------------
  DENV 1--Moquito 1          350                        0.013--0.13%                                             343                         555
  DENV 2--Mosquito 2         216                        0.007--0.098%                                            212                         
  DENV 1--Pillbug 1          2353                       0.09--0.22%                                              2304                        3639
  DENV 2--Pillbug 2          1364                       0.05--0.16%                                              1335                        
  DENV 1--DENV 1             212644                     8%                                                       44805                       81516
  DENV 2--DENV 2             189633                     6.70%                                                    36711                       
  EBOV--EBOV                 144556                     7.21%                                                    16504                       ---
  Pillbug18S--Pillbug18S 1   20324                      4.90%                                                    4662                        817
  Pillbug18S--Pillbug18S 2   14799                      4.56%                                                    3508                        
  MaHV-1--MaHV-1             2507                       0.12%                                                    1139                        ---
  FHV-RNA1--FHV-RNA1         744201                     2.90%                                                    3675                        ---
  FHV-RNA2--FHV-RNA2         45155                      0.61%                                                    1313                        ---

The percentage of total reads made up by chimeras. For inter-genome chimeras, the proportions are given in respect of the total number of reads mapping on each genome.

We identified 3,717 chimeric reads containing a junction between pillbug and DENV RNA. These reads represent 3,639 breakpoints that all differ from each other by their locations ([Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}) and which must have been created *in vitro* since pillbug and DENV RNAs have not been in contact *in vivo*. The observed proportion of pillbug--DENV chimeric reads involving pillbug ribosomal RNA (73%) was not significantly different from the proportion of all pillbug reads assigned to rRNA (Chi^2^ *p-value* = 0.4; 1 df). This indicates that the probability for pillbug sequences to recombine *in vitro* with DENV sequences mainly depends on their relative proportions in the RNA extracts. The proportion of pillbug and mosquito reads aligning to rRNA genes (74% and 77%, respectively) is consistent with previous RNAseq datasets produced without rRNA depletion ([@bib36]).

We detected 566 mosquito--DENV chimeric reads, representing 555 unique chimeras. None of the recombination breakpoints we sequenced were found to involve a mosquito TE. Instead, most of the chimeras (74%) contain mosquito rRNA, a proportion that is not significantly different from that observed among all mosquito reads (Chi^2^ *p-value* = 0.4; 1 df). It is noteworthy that the number of mosquito--DENV chimeras is lower than expected given the number of pillbug--DENV chimeras and the proportion of reads from each species in the whole dataset (Chi^2^ *p-value* \< 0.001; 1 df). The reason underlying this discrepancy is unclear and we could not find any evidence suggesting it may be biological. On the opposite, the lower proportion and similar distribution of microhomology length of mosquito-DENV chimeras compared to artificial pillbug-DENV chimeras ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), indicate that most, if not all, mosquito-DENV chimeras were artificially produced.

![Distribution of lengths of microhomology motifs found in mosquito--DENV (A) and pillbug--DENV (B) breakpoints. The black/gray and red histograms show the observed and expected distributions, respectively. Negative lengths (gray bars) represent insertion of non-templated nucleotides at junction points. Frequencies of observed microhomologies were rescaled so that the heights of black bars sum to 1. This was needed for comparison to the expected distribution, which does not account for negative microhomology.](1129f1){#fig1}

Interestingly, the majority of the pillbug--DENV and mosquito--DENV junctions (56% and 57%, respectively) are characterized by the presence of 1-20 bp microhomologies ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The distributions of microhomology lengths for both types of chimeras are very similar to each other and at the same time clearly higher than those expected by chance. This shows that linked sequences tend to be similar at their recombination point. Still, a substantial proportion of pillbug--DENV (26.7%) and mosquito--DENV (28%) chimeras devoid of microhomologies are characterized by the presence of 1-5 nucleotides that did not derive from any of the two recombining sequences. The presence of these additional nucleotides is likely due to the known ability of DNA polymerases to synthesize DNA in a non-template directed manner ([@bib4]; [@bib13]).

Canonical features of chimeras found in various Illumina Nextera sequencing datasets {#s10}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DENV--DENV chimeric reads were far more numerous than arthropod--DENV ones ([Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}), which can be explained by the high proportion (70%) of DENV reads in the datasets. DENV--DENV breakpoints are also characterized by the presence of 1--20 bp microhomologies and the microhomology length distribution clearly differs from that expected by chance ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Most DENV--DENV recombination events involved sequences separated by distances that are much shorter than expected if recombination took place randomly along the DENV genome ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Plotting the density of recombination breakpoints along the DENV genome ([Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) did not reveal any particular hotspots, indicating that recombination takes place along the entire length of the DENV genome at similar frequencies. Interestingly, the vast majority of DENV--DENV chimeras (60,781 out of 81,516, ∼74.5%) involve sequences in opposite orientation.

![Characteristics of DENV--DENV breakpoints. (A) Distribution of lengths of microhomology motifs, as in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Negative lengths (gray bars) represent insertion of non-templated nucleotides at junction points. Frequencies of observed microhomologies were rescaled so that the heights of black bars sum to 1. (B) Density of observed (black/gray) and expected (red) distances separating recombining fragments found in DENV--DENV himeras. (C) Number of DENV--DENV breakpoints per 100-bp, non-overlapping windows along the DENV genome.](1129f2){#fig2}

We detected 8,170 unique intra-pillbug ribosomal RNA breakpoints that are characterized by the same features as DENV--DENV breakpoints, *i.e.*, most of them (81%) show 1--20 bp microhomology as well as evidence of non-templated nucleotide addition and breakpoints devoid of microhomology ([Supplementary Figure 1](http://www.g3journal.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1534/g3.117.300468/-/DC1/FigureS1.pdf)), recombination between fragments in opposite orientation (84.4% of the chimeras) that are typically distant by a few dozen nucleotides.

By analyzing the EBOV dataset of ([@bib16]), we found 144,556 chimeric reads representing 16,504 different EBOV--EBOV breakpoints, which were characterized by the same features as DENV--DENV or pillbug--pillbug chimeras ([Supplementary Figure 2](http://www.g3journal.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1534/g3.117.300468/-/DC1/FigureS1.pdf)). The length of microhomology between recombining sequences was longer than expected by chance, most recombining sequences were distant from less than 100bp and were in opposite orientations (65% and 92%, respectively).

Finally, our analysis of the herpesvirus dataset of [@bib50] detected 2,507 MaHV-1--MaHV-1 chimeric reads representing 1,139 different breakpoints. These were characterized by features similar to those of RNA breakpoints ([Supplementary Figure 3](http://www.g3journal.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1534/g3.117.300468/-/DC1/FigureS1.pdf)): 95% show 1--20 bp microhomology and recombination occurs predominantly (at 93%) between nearby fragments in opposite orientations.

Features of natural recombination Between viral sequences {#s11}
---------------------------------------------------------

In the FHV dataset of [@bib46], we found a total of 744,201 FHV-RNA1--FHV-RNA1 and 45,155 FHV-RNA2--FHV-RNA2 chimeric reads representing respectively 3,675 and 1,313 unique recombination breakpoints. We note that in spite of the differences between our approach and that of [@bib46] in terms of alignment method (mapping *vs.* blast) and criteria to detect chimeric reads, our numbers are similar to those obtained in the original study (766,143 FHV-RNA1--FHV-RNA1 and 39,856 FHV-RNA2--FHV-RNA2; [@bib46]). Among these, very few breakpoints involved genome regions in opposite orientation (73 out of 4,988, ∼1.5%), indicating that recombination occurred via a mechanism different from that underlying DENV--DENV, EBOV--EBOV and MaHV-1--MaHV-1 chimeras. Interestingly, we found that the majority (64%) of FHV--FHV breakpoints were characterized by the presence of 1-20 bp microhomologies, with the bulk (89%) of these microhomologies being 1-7 bp ([Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The distribution of distances between sequences involved in chimeras was wider than those previously described, but still narrower than that expected by chance ([Figure 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

![Characteristics of FHV--FHV breakpoints. (A) Distribution of lengths of microhomology motifs as in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Negative lengths (gray bars) represent insertion of non-templated nucleotides at junction points. Frequencies of observed microhomologies were rescaled so that the heights of black bars sum to 1. (B) Density of observed (black/gray) and expected (red) distances separating recombining fragments found in FHV--FHV chimeras. The number of FHV--FHV breakpoints per 100-bp, non-overlapping windows along the FHV genome is shown in (C) for the FHV RNA1 and (D) for the FHV RNA2.](1129f3){#fig3}

Discussion {#s12}
==========

Formation of artificial chimeras During PCR {#s13}
-------------------------------------------

We evaluated the biological origin of host-virus (mosquito-DENV) recombination by comparing its rate to that of recombination between genomes (pillbug-DENV) that never were in contact in a cellular context. This control indicated that the DENV genome and the genome of its mosquito host did not recombine *in vivo* to a detectable extent, hence, that most, if not all, virus-host chimeras were artificially produced.

We also uncovered within-genome chimeras (*e.g.*, DENV-DENV chimeras) in greater numbers. To assess their biological origin, chimeras involving the genomes of species that were not in contact prior to DNA processing (*e.g.*, pillbug-DENV chimeras) cannot be used as a baseline expectation because they necessarily occurred between different molecules, contrary to within genome chimeras, which most frequently occurred within the same molecule (see below). Thus, they are not informative. However, it is notable that the various within-genome chimeras we detected in datasets obtained with the Illumina Nextera library preparation kit have similar features, whether they involve RNA or DNA templates from viruses or other source material (*e.g.*, pillbug): (i) recombining fragments present comparable microhomology length distributions at their junction points, (ii) junction sites appear evenly distributed along molecules, (iii) distances between recombining regions of are mostly shorter than 100 pb, and (iv) chimeric reads mostly link sequences in opposite orientations. These features were not shared by FHV chimeras sequenced by the ClickSeq technology ([@bib46]), whose biological origin is established. Hence, the sequencing technology, rather than differences between analyzed organisms, seems to explain features of chimeric reads. We therefore conservatively interpret Nextera-sequenced chimeras as produced during the processing of genetic material for sequencing.

Because sequencing of the DNA virus MaHV-1 did not require cDNA synthesis by reverse transcription, recombination events detected in this dataset must have taken place during the PCR step of the Nextera library preparation protocol. Short recombination distances indicate that most breakpoints are generated by intra-molecular, rather than inter-molecular, recombination between close positions. Indeed, there is no reason for nearby sequences to preferentially recombine if these belonged to different molecules, considering the absence of recombination hotspots along genomes. This observation also excludes chimera production during the sequencing reaction. Such error may have arisen if the fluorescence signals generated by sequencing two different DNA fragments were somehow swapped in the course of the run. Such a reading error has no reason to preferentially involve fragments coming from nearby locations in the source genome and in opposite orientation. As for chimeras formed during the bridge PCR generating a DNA cluster on the flow cell, these are expected to generate garbled reads, not chimeric reads.

Various models, most of which are experimentally verified, have been proposed to explain the formation of chimeras during PCR ([@bib23]; [@bib47]). These include several types of template-switching mechanisms ([@bib20]; [@bib35]; [@bib38]). The majority of the chimeric reads detected in our study show the very features expected to be produced by template switching during extension of a primer along a double-stranded (or partially double-stranded) template ([@bib20]; [@bib38]) ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). In this configuration, strand displacement is catalyzed by the polymerase. Primer extension may proceed poorly as the displaced strand tends to reanneal to the template, inducing dissociation of the extending strand. The dissociated extending strand may then reanneal to the displaced strand at a position downstream of the primer binding site ([@bib38]). Reannealing with the displaced strand can explain why the two fragments composing a chimera tend to have opposite orientations. Our data also show that chimeras involve an excess of microhomology of a few nucleotides. This suggests that the 3′ end of the extending strand often reanneals over a few complementary bases on the displaced stand. Consistent with this deduction, template switching was shown to be most efficient when annealing occurred over 7-9 bp, in some PCR conditions ([@bib20]). As few as three adjacent complementary base pairs appear sufficient to favor template switching during elongation, since microhomologies of 3 pb and longer are more frequent than expected ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}-[3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), but we cannot evaluate whether shorter lengths (1-2 pb) promote template switching.

![Model for the formation of artificial chimeras during the PCR step of the Illumina Nextera library preparation kit. Artificial chimeras most likely take place by intra-molecular template switching (TS) during extension of a primer along a double-stranded (or partially double-stranded) template. The dissociated extending strand reanneals to the displaced strand at a position upstream in respect to the direction of extension. Such reannealing is facilitated by base pairing over 1-20 bp (here, 3 bp), *i.e.*, the microhomology motifs we detect in our analyses of recombination breakpoints. Recombining sequences are preferentially located at short distances from each other (\<100 bp). The bottom schematic shows how a chimeric read sequenced from a recombining fragment (top) would align on the source genome sequence (bottom). Dashed lines connect start and end alignment coordinates on the read to their counterparts on the genome sequence.](1129f4){#fig4}

We could not find any published experimental work that would help explain why recombining sequences are preferentially located at short distances from each other (\<100 bp). We suspect this pattern of preferred distance might be due to steric constraints inherent to the polymerase and/or to other PCR conditions, including the size of the template. Finally, many of the chimeras do not show the features expected to result from the intra-molecular template-switching mechanism characterized by [@bib38], including those showing no microhomology, non-templated addition of nucleotides or involving different source genomes, hence different molecules (like arthropod--DENV chimeras). While many of these chimeras may have been generated through other, unknown, *in vitro* recombination mechanisms, the possibility remains that some of them are biological chimeras. Nevertheless, the robust detection and analysis of biological recombination in RNA viruses clearly requires new library preparation protocols that suppress or drastically reduce the rate of artificial recombination, such as the one developed by [@bib46]) and [@bib56].

Remarkably, the features characterizing artificial chimeras produced with the PCR-based Illumina Nextera library preparation protocol are very similar to those generated by the non-PCR-based, Multiple Displacement Amplification (MDA) protocol routinely used for whole-genome amplification ([@bib27]). An analysis of 475 artificial chimeras generated by MDA followed by 454 (Life Sciences) sequencing revealed a majority of fragments in opposite orientation (85%) and the presence of 2-21 bp microhomologies in 70% of all MDA chimeras ([@bib27]). The MDA differs from the PCR in several aspects, such as the use of random hexamer primers, the absence of cycles of varying temperatures and the production of branched, long DNA molecules. Yet, the mechanism thought to be responsible for the formation of MDA chimeras is virtually identical to the one explaining PCR-based chimeras, and may perhaps even be reinforced by the strong displacement activity of the phi29 DNA polymerase used in MDA ([@bib27]).

Biological recombination of RNA viruses may be facilitated by microhomology {#s14}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Most FHV sequences generated using the ClickSeq library preparation protocol ([@bib46]) and involved in chimeras presented 1-7 bp microhomologies, which is longer than expected by chance ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This is fully consistent with an earlier low-throughput study that found that 24 out of 40 FHV--FHV breakpoints were characterized by the presence of 1-7 bp microhomology, supporting an occasional role for base pairing between the nascent and template strand in facilitating recombination ([@bib28]). Much like [@bib28], we found a substantial number of FHV--FHV breakpoints devoid of microhomology, suggesting that base pairing is not necessary for recombination to occur.

The mechanisms inducing RNA virus recombination can broadly be classified into two categories, replicase-driven template switching and RNA-breakage induced recombination ([@bib34]). To our knowledge, FHV recombination has never been studied experimentally. However, the experimental study of defective interfering RNAs from other RNA viruses such as Tombusvirus ([@bib52]) and Bromovirus ([@bib41]) suggests that the presence of microhomology is in agreement with recombination taking place via intramolecular template switching of the viral RdRp ([@bib34]). A fairly large number of FHV--FHV chimeras were characterized by the presence of non-templated addition of nucleotides (554 out of 4,988). Such non-templated nucleotides have previously been found at recombination breakpoints of the turnip crinkle virus ([@bib3]), tobamovirus ([@bib43]) and brome mosaic virus ([@bib33]). Interestingly, the addition of such nucleotides by the RdRp at the 3′ end of the nascent strand has been proposed as one of the factors triggering partial dissociation of the nascent strand from the first template, pausing of the RdRp and template switching ([@bib34]). In terms of distance between recombining regions, we found a pattern partially mirroring that generated by artificial recombination, with an enrichment of template switches over short distances (\< 100 bp) ([Figure 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). However, the enrichment toward short distances was clearly less pronounced than for artificial recombination, and we observed two other marked peaks of longer preferred distances (\> 500 bp). Another characteristic differentiating artificial chimeras from FHV-FHV chimeras is the presence of hotspots of recombination along the viral genome ([Figure 3C,D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), which were previously detected by [@bib44].

Conclusion {#s15}
----------

This study was initiated to search for evidence of *in vivo* host-RNA virus recombination in the DENV--mosquito cell system. The overrepresentation of technical chimeras resulting from *in vitro* recombination prevented us from identifying any such event, be it between host and DENV or intra-DENV. We found no evidence in support of frequent *in vivo* recombination, a prerequisite for the integration of host sequences into the DENV genome and their horizontal transfer to another host. This possibility will have to be further investigated using appropriate library preparation protocols. Importantly, a substantial amount of host RNAs can be co-encapsidated, together with the viral genome, by RNA viruses ([@bib7]; [@bib14]; [@bib45]). Whether these host RNAs, not integrated into the viral genome, can then be transferred between hosts by viruses remains an interesting question to address.

The rates of artificial recombination we detected ([Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}, column 3) are consistent with those previously reported ([@bib6]; [@bib22]; [@bib46]; [@bib48]). They further outline the necessity to identify and remove technical chimeras from high-throughput sequencing datasets obtained by techniques using PCR, before downstream analyses ([@bib8]; [@bib46]), if these analyses can be affected by their presence. Fortunately, the low frequency of artificial chimeric reads (\<1% of all reads) and the absence of clear recombination hotspots greatly mitigate the impact of chimeras on most analyses, such as genome sequencing and assembly, variant detection and DNA conformation analyses, as these rely on the consistency between several reads obtained from a given locus or variant. The number of non-chimeric reads should largely exceed that of chimeric reads at any locus.

However, analyses that specifically search for rare recombination events will be affected by artificially-produced recombination, and we do not see a reliable criterion to determine any individual chimera as biological, unless the mechanism that created it is readily apparent (*e.g.*, transposition), or evidence indicate *in vivo* replication of the chimera (*e.g.*, [@bib15]). Indeed, artificial chimeras share features with biological chimeras ([@bib46]): both often involve microhomology and short distances between recombining fragments. However, artificial recombination mostly joins fragments in opposite orientations (\>75% of breakpoints), in stark contrast to biological recombination in FHV (∼1.5%). Coupled to a bias-free library preparation protocol and an internal control to test the occurrence of *in vitro* recombination (*e.g.*, mixing DNA/RNA of species that were never in contact), this distinctive feature may be useful to globally evaluate the presence of artificial recombination in datasets obtained from short-read sequencing technology.
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